Prestack depth migration is a popular tool for velocity updating. A good migration method usually improves the performance of a velocity update. Gaussian beam migration is a desirable alternative to Kirchhoff migration due to its ability to image complicated geologic structures without loss of either accuracy or efficiency. Gaussian beam migration is often used in depth imaging, and is a potential tool for model building. In this paper we present a prestack plane-wave Gaussian beam depth migration algorithm which provides common image gathers for velocity analysis in the plane-wave domain. The algorithm may be performed with either common-offset gathers or commonshot gathers. Applying the imaging condition in the timedomain is more efficient than in the frequency domain. Common-offset migration is more efficient and accurate than common-shot migration with a time-domain imaging condition. Computational efficiency is an important factor in depth-migration based model building since velocity updating requires iterative migration processing. To speed up the algorithm with common-shot data, we ignore the amplitude of the shot field to efficiently apply the imaging condition in the time domain. With synthetic data sets, we test the proposed algorithm and illustrate its potential use for velocity updating with complex media. Our results are consistent with the expectation that in the plane-wave domain, the events in a common-image gather are sensitive to model velocity and interface inclination, while the imaged event contours are flat when the true velocity is used.
Introduction
Prestack depth migration is a powerful tool for migration velocity building. Image gathers from prestack depth migration methods provide imaging information for use with velocity updating approaches. The migration methods used for velocity building include common-shot migration and common-receiver migration (Al-Yahya, 1989) , common-offset migration (Deregowski, 1990) , plane-wave migration and constant-angle migration (Whitmore and Garing, 1993) , and common focusing point migration (Berkhout, 1997; Kabir and Verschuur, 2000) . Prestack Kirchhoff migration can be efficiently implemented in either the common-shot domain, the common-receiver domain, the common-offset domain, or the plane-wave domain (Akbar et al., 1996) . Kirchhoff depth migration is popular for use in velocity analysis. An alternative to Kirchhoff depth migration is Gaussian beam migration, which avoids many of the problems associated with complex migration models. Gaussian Beam depth migration is an accurate and efficient method for imaging in complex media (Hill, 1990 (Hill, , 2001 Hale, 1992; Gray, 2004) . Hill (2001) presented an efficient and accurate prestack common-offset algorithm for Gaussian beam migration. This algorithm may be applied to velocity analysis in the offset domain. Gray (2004) performed a common-shot Gaussian beam depth migration and discussed the performance of these prestack migration algorithms.
A spherical wave from a point source can be decomposed into a series of plane waves. Stoffa et al. (1981) decomposed seismic reflection data into plane waves by slant stacking (the p − τ transform). This slant stacking decomposes the seismic data recorded at the surface into plane waves, with each reflection slope corresponding to a different plane wave component. A plane wave can be decomposed into Gaussian beams; the sum of the beams is approximately equal to the recorded plane wave (Cerveny, 1982; Hill, 1990) . Hill (1990) showed how to decompose a general wave field into Gaussian beams, which are a series of plane waves. Hale (1992) showed that the Gaussian beam migration is a local slant stack migration. It requires that the recorded seismic data be decomposed with slant stacking. As in slant stack migration, each plane wave component of each subset contributes to the migrated image independently, and all contributions are summed to obtain the complete subsurface image.
Gaussian Beam migration has great potential in depth migration velocity analysis because of its accuracy, efficiency and ability of imaging the complex media. In this paper, we present prestack plane wave Gaussian Beam algorithm for depth migration model building in the planewave domain. It can be implemented with common-shot gathers or common offset gathers. Testing results with common-shot gathers shows that this algorithm can play an important role in migration model building. Han and Wu (2005) have successfully applied this algorithm to 2-D isotropic migration model building.
Method
The Gaussian beam approximation of a plane wave can be obtained in both the common-offset domain and commonshot domain. In the common-offset domain (Hill, 2001) , the plane wave migration in a 3-D medium is expressed as,
where is a plane-wave image with ray parameters . The plane-wave image is represented
where is the complex conjugate of which is a normalized beam (Hill, 2001) . p p I dp dp I r r ∫∫ = .
In the common-shot domain, the depth image is expressed as, dp dp d C i dp dp p p I dp dp I r r .
The imaging condition is a key factor affecting the efficiency and accuracy of the Gaussian beam migration. In equations (2) and (4) Gray (2004) discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the Gaussian beam migration in the common-offset domain and the common-shot domain. In the common-offset domain, the implementation of prestack Gaussian beam migration is accurate and efficient because of the appropriate application of the steepest descent method (Hill, 2001) . It might be more practical to perform migration in the common-shot domain because of acquisition geometries such as orthogonal land and marine bottom-cable geometries (Gray, 2004) . However, migration in the common-shot domain does not have the ability to handle multi-arrivals for the shot field.
To improve its efficiency in the common-shot domain, we ignore the amplitude information of the source field and set the amplitude equal to a value of one instead of to a frequency dependent complex number. By doing this, we do not need to use the procedure of steepest descents evaluation. The disadvantage is the loss of amplitude information of the source field. Figure 1 illustrates that the prestack plane-wave Gaussian beam migration is different from the prestack plane-wave Kirchhoff migration (Akbar et al., 1996) in that the prestack plane-wave Gaussian beam migration propagates local beams while the Kirchhoff migration propagates the whole plane wave during the migration. The advantage of the plane-wave Gaussian beam migration over Kirchhoff migration is flexible sorting of the data in the beamdomain. In the beam-domain, the beam data of the shotgathers can be sorted into either common-shot plane-wave gathers or common-offset plane-wave gathers. This leads to different model updating methods for use in a single domain or in allied domains. 
Example
We present two examples in this section. One shows the slope-dependent energy distribution in the plane-wave domain. The other details the application of the algorithm for use with a complex medium.
The CIGs from the Gaussian beam migration in the planewave domain provide inclination information of the reflectors: the distribution of the focused energy is slopedependent. For the traditional CIGs in traditional offset domain, we know that the energy from all the subsurface reflectors is evenly spread across all traces, making it difficult to apply a dip-dependent correction to the data (Reshef and Roth, 2003) . However, by using the Gaussian beam method in the plane-wave domain, the energy is shifted on the CIGs according to the reflector inclination. Figure 2 illustrates the phenomenon. We now test the plane-wave Gaussian beam migration with a complex model. 
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The common-shot migration experiment in the plane wave domain was performed with two models, one is a homogeneous model and another is the true model. After migration, the plane-wave image data were sorted into common-image gathers along the dimension of the rayparameter. The common-image gathers at the positions of (Figure 4 (a), (c) and (e) ). If the event contour curves downward (e.g. the first event in Figure 4 (e)), this indicates that the migration velocity was higher than the true velocity. If the event contour curves upward, this indicates that the overburden velocity is lower than the true velocity of the medium for those depths (the lower 3 events in Figure 4 (a), (c) and (e)). The events in the common-image gathers look flat when the true velocity model was applied (Figure 4 (b), (d) and (f) ). Figure 5 shows the final, stacked depth images of the prestack planewave Gaussian beam migration. 

Discussion and conclusions
We present an algorithm for computing common-image gathers in the plane-wave domain based on Gaussian beam migration. Its imaging efficiency for complex media is comparable with Kirchhoff migration while its imaging quality approaches that of wave-equation migration. For velocity updating, this algorithm has an advantage over wave-equation based algorithms by properly characterizing complex propagation paths of the wave energy before the beam summation. With its good computation efficiency and accuracy, the anticipated primary application of this algorithm is for 3-d isotropic migration velocity updating and anisotropic migration model building and reservoir detection.
